ABOUT THIS GROUP

The new ‘Manufacturing on the Move’ (MotM) professional networking group, launched 2015 as a collegiate-managed forum on a LinkedIn platform, generates networking, discussion and broader engagement amongst those individuals passionately committed to a viable future for Australian High-Value Manufacturing and actions resulting to implement collective views and goals.

It is proposed to develop this group in broader advocacy, collaborative facilitation, policy shaping and outreach activities from an expanding membership base of forum participants.

Using business networking systems and appropriate social media to empower and develop individual thinking, the aims of this new group are to positively influence industry and thought leaders, decision makers – and especially Australian Parliaments – in shaping and implementing policy settings that support delivery of value-add benefits to the broader economy by a highly competitive manufacturing sector.

The MotM group will be amenable to forming collaborative alliances with like-minded initiatives or associations having converging views about manufacturing’s key role in future Australian prosperity.
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